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Annex 3 Income and expenditure of the 

Amsterdam Admiralty: steps from 

figures in ‘borderel’ to reconstruction 

 

Step 1:  Sum totals of ordinary and extra-ordinary expenditure in ‘borderel’ checked with totals of 

individual posts in ‘borderel’, if difference < f 1,000: totals of individual posts in 

‘borderel’ taken as guiding, if difference > f 1000: checked with individual posts in 

accounts and corrected accordingly. 

Step 2:  Totals corrected for posts transported from previous accounts. Ordinary incomes: 

remainders from previous account subtracted from post ‘Diverse respecten’ / Extra-

ordinary incomes: idem from post ‘Andere penningen’ / Ordinary expenditures: 

remainders from previous account subtracted from post ‘Verscheidene zaken’ / Extra-

ordinary expenditures: idem from ‘Penningen onder vorige niet begrepen’. 

Step 3: Corrected for unpaid subsidies. Subtracted from extra-ordinary incomes, ‘subsidies’, and 

post ‘unpaid subsidies’ in extra-ordinary expenditures removed. From 1715 onwards, 

only paid subsidies were entered into the accounts. 

Step 4:  Corrected for double entry of ‘Last en veilgeld Amsterdam’ (up to 1725) and ‘Last en 

veilgeld VOC’ (entire period) (extra-ordinary incomes) in ‘Convooien en Licenten 

Amsterdam’ (ordinary incomes) and ‘Verscheidene zaken’ (ordinary expenditures). 

Step 5: Corrected for transfers between ordinary and extra-ordinary accounts (under ordinary 

incomes and extra-ordinary expenditures). 

Step 6: Corrected accounts 1792-1795 (on one ‘borderel’): inserted yearly averages where 

individual posts per year could not be inferred. 

Step 7: Summarized corrected accounts in general posts, combining ordinary and extra-ordinary 

incomes and expenditures. 

Step 8: Added estimate of income and expenditures 1780, based on summary memoir Van der 

Hoop plus low estimate custom incomes (f500,000), management costs (f 200,000), 

inland passports (f 450,000), and interest and down payment on loans (f 35,000). 

 

  


